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MODELINGTHE UNCERTAINIMPACTSOF CLIMATECHANGE

A. M. Liebetrau
PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington

ABSTRACT

Human and earth systemsare extremelycomplexprocesses. The modelingof
these systemsto assessthe effectsof climatechange is an activity fraught
with uncertainty• Systemmodels typicallyinvolvethe linkingof a seriesof
computercodes, each of which is a detailedmodel of some physical or social
processin its own right (see [5] for examples). In such system models,the
output from one processmodel is the input to another. Traditionalmethods
for dealingwith uncertaintyare inadequatebecauseof the sheer complexityof
the modeling effort: Monte Carlo methodsand the exhaustiveevaluationof
"what "if?"scenariosto estimatesensitivitiesfail becauseof the heavy

' computationalburden. More efficientmethodsare requiredfor learningabout
systemmodels that are constructedfrom a collectionof computer codes.

A two-tieredmodelingapproachis being developedto estimate the distribution
of outcomesfrom a seriesof nestedmodels. The basic strategy is to develop
a simplifiedexecutive,or simplifiedsystemcod_ (SSC),that is analogousto
the more complex underlyingcode. An essentialfeatureof the SSC is that it
uses informationabstractedfrom the detailedunderlyingprocesscodes in a
manner that preservestheir essentialfeaturesand interactionsamong them.
Of course,to be useful,the SSC must be much fasterto run than its complex
counterpart. The successof the SSC modelingstrategydepends on tilemethods
used to extract essentialfeaturesof the complexunderlyingcodes•

The basic idea is to developa computationallysimpleapproximationto the
= responsesurfaceof the underlyingcode (i.e.,to developa SSC), using a

judiciouslyselectedset of model runs, that retainsessentialmodel features.
: The successof this strategydependsupon both the samplingdesign, i.e., the

method of choosing the (inputpoints for) selectedmodel runs, and the method
of approximation. Efficientsamplingmethodsexist. One of the most widely-
used is Latin hypercubesampling(LHS),which, when used 'toderive suitable
response-surfaceapproximations,has proved very effectivefor sensitivityand
uncertaintyanalysis;see [6] or [4]. By contrast,there are few sampling
methodsthat take advantageof availableoutput informationto select
additionalruns. Multivariateadaptiveregressionspline methods (see [1],
[2], [3]) of approximationare attractivebecauseoutput data are exploitedto
define a "good" set of input regions. A suitableclass of low-order (first-
or second-degree)piecewisepolynomialsgenerallyprovidesquite adequate
approximations.

Once derived, the responsesurfaceapproximationsare linked to create the
SSC. Because the approximatingfunctionsinvolvepiecewisepolynomial
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functions, linking is comparatively easy. The resulting SSC can now be used
to perform analyses that would be prohibitive with the underlying code. In
particular, well-known and widely-used sampling strategies can be employed
with the SSC to estimate parameter sensitivities and model uncertainty.

Two examples are given to illustrate the proposed methods. Both involve
analyzing the regional-scale consequences of climate change. In the First,
the problem is to estimate the effects of climate change on an agriculture-
based regional economy. In the second, the task is to estimate the effects on
regional climate and its biosystems caused by global climate changes. In this
example, the regional climate is driven from boundary conditions obtained From
a global general circulation model. In both cases, sources of uncertainty in
the outcome can be thought of as hierarchy of several layers or levels.
Moreover, each layer can give rise to (i.e., be the source of) several
distinct types of uncertainty; see [5] for amplification.
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